We know that many parts of ordinary recursive function theory can be developed formally in a certain extension of the formal number theory (e.g. Peano arithmetic). But we encounter some difficulties when we want to deal with partial recursive functions, since in ordinary logical calculi only total functions and predicates can be treated. The most natural way to treat partial functions will be to take their graphs instead of functions themselves. More precisely, to represent an «-ary partial functions, an (rc + l)-ary predicate P having the property that P(x l5 ..., x n9 y) holds for at most one y for any x l9 ...,x n is taken. However, it will entail considerable complications to express properties of partial recursive functions in such forms.
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In this paper, we shall attempt to formalize the theory of partial recursive functions, which is called PRN, on a logical calculus in which partial functions and predicates can be treated. For the logical calculus mentioned above, we shall take a system which is obtained from the one introduced by Ebbinghaus [1] by extending it to second order. We shall introduce some extensions of PRN and examine their logical powers. Our approach contrasts with the one by Scott [8] . In [8] a partial function from a set A to another set B is regarded as a total function from A to the set B with the element which represents the undefined value.
In § 1 and § 2, the second order logic of partial functions SP and its semantics are introduced. Axioms of the theory PRN are given in §3. In §4, some completeness results for some extensions of PRN are proved and applications of our theories to the mathematical theory of computation are suggested. §1. Second Order Logic of Partial Functions
In this section, we shall present the second order logic (with equality) of partial functions, which is called SP. SP is an extension of Ebbinghaus 9 PPL [1] . Except for the notion of terms, the first order part of SP is essentially same as PPL. The language of SP consists of the following; 1) individual constants, function constants and predicate constants (we assume that the language of SP contains the equality symbol = as a predicate constant),
2) a list of countably infinite individual variables x, y, z etc., 3) for each n, a list of countably infinite n-ary function variables f(n) 9 goo etc Occasionally, we omit the superscript letter on a function variables. We define the terms by the inductive definition; 1) each individual constant or variable is a term, 2) if tj,..., t n are terms and / is an n-ary function constant or variable, then f(ti,...,t n ) is a term, 3) if f!,..., t n , t, t' are terms and P is an n-ary predicate constant, then (P^!,..., t n )=>t] t') is a term.
( => ; ) designates the if-then-else operation of McCarthy [7] . t, t f , s, s', t l9 $!,..., etc. are used to denote terms. We use as the logical connectives, i, =>, A, V, V and 3 . Formulas (of second order) are defined in the usual way. Thus, if A is a formula then V/4 and 3fA are formulas, where / is a function variable. A 9 B, C etc. are used to denote formulas.
We now introduce some abbreviations. A = B is an abbreviation of (A^B) A (5 =5,4). A A is an abbreviation of Ay-] A. A A means that A is defined. ~A is a kind of the negation of A, which is an abbreviation of -}((A=>A)i=>A). At is an abbreviation of 3x(x = i), where x is the first individual variable not appearing in a term t. At means that t is defined. Then the meanings of ~ A A and ~At are "A is undefined" and "f is undefined", t^t' denotes the formula Vx(x = f=> x = t'), where x is the first individual variable appearing neither in t nor t'. t^t' is an abbreviation of t^t'/\t'^t. The logic SP is introduced in the same style as Gentzen's formal system [3] . So, we call an expression of the form F-+A as a sequent, if F is a sequence of formulas and A is a formula. Both r and A may be null. Now, we give the axioms and the rules of inference of SP in the follwoing. I) Axioms. free in the conclusion.
5) Rule for equality.
where P is an /i-ary predicate constant.
where / is an n-ary function constant or a variable.
7) Rules for terms.
where >4 is a formula of the form P(r 1 ,..., ^). If ^4 (M) consists of the set of all partial functions from A n to A for each n, we say the structure 91 is total.
To define the validity of a formula A in 9C, it is convenient to introduce the names for the individuals and the partial functions of 91. So, for each individual a of 91 and for each n-ary partial function a of 21, we choose new constants a and a, respectively. The language thus obtained is designated by L(2l).
In the following, we assume that terms and formulas are of L(2l) and contain neither free function variables nor free individual variables. Now, we shall define recursively the value of t® for a term t and 21(4) for any atomic formula A. The value of t is either undefined or an individual of 21. In the latter case, we say that (* is defined. 21 (4) 5) Suppose that P is a predicate constant other than =. Then, 2l(P(f 1 ,...,f,,)) = T if all rfs are defined and <ff,..., fj> e F*, f ls ...,t II ))=F if all ffs are defined but <*?,...,$> ePj-P*, and ,..,O) = t7 otherwise. 6) 9l(f = O = rif both t« and f« are defined and f« t =f'«, 9l(f = O = F if both t* and *'* are defined but t® ^ t'*, and 2I(t = t') = U otherwise. We can prove the following facts [1]: 1) 2l(Jr) = T if and only if t^ is defined.
2) W(AA) = T if and only if 3) 2I(~4) = T if and only if
Suppose that all the free variables occurring in a formula A of are /!,.••>/« and Xi,...,x n , respectively. Then a closure >T of A is a formula of the form V/ t ... V/ n ,Vx, ... Vx n A. Now, define the value of W(A) by 2lG4)=2l(v4'). We say that a formula A is valid in a structure 21 if WL(A) = T.
A sequent A i9 ... 9 A n ->B is said to be valid in a structure 21, if the formula y^ A ••• A^^B is valid in 21. In particular, A l9 ...,A n -> is valid in 21 if A^h--/\A n is not valid in 21.
Let T be a theory on SP. That is, T is a formal system obtained from SP by adding some sequents as its axioms. Then a structure 21 is called a model of T if all the axioms of T are valid in 21. Now, we can show the completeness theorem of SP.
Theorem 2.1. Let T be a theory on SP. Then a sequent F-*A is provable in T if and only if it is valid in any model of T.
Remark 2.2. The semantics mentioned above tells us that SP is a 3-valued logic. To treat partial functions, some other 3-valued logics were introduced, e.g, by Kleene [5] and McCarthy [7] . Each of the truth tables introduced by them differs from those of Ebbinghaus. But they can be dealt with in SP as is shown below. First, extending the notion of formulas, we consider the expression of the form (A=>B\ C) for formulas A, B 9 C, as a formula. This formula represents the ifthen-else operation of [7] . Now we add the following rules of inference to SP.
an abbreviation of (A = B)h(-\A=-\B) and (A B
I C) be an abbreviation of (£^C=>£; (A=>Bi C)).
Then, as shown in [6] We shall construct a formal theory of partial recursive functions on SP. To do so, we first introduce axiom schemata which say that Kleene's recursion theorem holds in our theory.
A formula A is said to be a system of equations (with respect to The axiom schemata R mean that any system of equations has the minimum solution. We call the theory obtained from SP by adding R as T(R). Since the width of the universe of partial functions is not mentioned in T(jR), minimum solutions obtained by R may not be the intended ones. More precisely, there may be a model 51 of T(R) such that the minimum solution of a system of equations in $1 is not minimum in the total model with the same domain as S K.
We can say that in any total model of T(R), the axiom schemata R determine abstract partial recursive functions. (Cf. [2] .) But we shall discuss only partial recursive functions on natural numbers in this paper. Now, we give a formal theory of partial recursive functions PRN on SP. The language of PRN consists of an individual constant 0 and two unary function constants S and P, which designate the successor and predecessor functions. In the following we abbreviate axioms of the form -*A as A. The standard model 91 of PRN is the total model whose domain is the set of natural numbers and whose interpretation for each constant is defined in the obvious way. 
.,x n ).
We have that any solution of the above system of equations satisfies the condition that Vx t ... Vx n (~Af(x l9 ..., xj), since ~n(x=Sx) holds in PRN. Thus in PRN the existence of the totally undefined n-ary function is ascertained.
2) Consider the following system of equations, where Q is any atomic predicate;
Vacf/ifs) ~/ 2 (0, x))*VxVy(f 2 (y, x)*(Q(y, x)=>y,f 2 (Sy 9 x))) .
Let /* be the minimum solution for f lm Then we can prove in PRN that a. go-,*), Vz(z<j'z,-ie(z,aO) ->f*(*)=y, b. ~AQ(y, x), Vz(z<j/:D-i<2(z, *)) -» ^^/*(^) 5 Thus, the Kleene's /^-operator can be dealt with in our theory. (Cf. [7] .) Now, we prove the following two lemmas, which will be used in later sections.
Lemma 3.2 a Suppose that g is an n-ary function variable and that fi and f 2 are (n + m)-ary function variables. Then for any t
, n) c=/ 2 (s, g)) i> (*,[>/, (x, t))] *t,\lxf 2 
(x, t))])
is provable in PRN, Proof. It suffices to prove the lemma, when t has only one occurrence of #, which is of the form g(t'). By the assumption it follows that fi(i', \))^/ 2 (t', i)). So we have only to show that for every term ti,t 2 We notice here that in a certain sense PRN and PRN^ are extensions of second order arithmetic A and /4 t/ , of [4] . For example, m Lesniewski schemata can be expressed in our systems as A VXf/dgr^at,-)3 /Vx(/(aO = f), where t is a term containing only g i9 ...,g m as function constants or variables. It is obvious that these formulas are provable in PRN by using the axiom schemata R. Some of the results in the next section have a close connection with those in [4] For each formula C of PRN*, define a formula C 0 of PRN as follows. Let nf^A^..., iif m A m be all the new function constants appearing in C. We assume for simplicity that each A t is of the form Ai<fi>. We obtain a formula C' from C by replacing each ///j^ by ^-. Now From this theorem it follows that PRN* is a conservative extension of PRN. By the same way, we can construct a conservative extension PRN* from PRN W . In the following, we assume the consistency of these theories.
. Suppose that s is a term containing no function variables and no individual variables other than x, and that t is a term containing no function variables other than g(x) and no individual variables other than
We notice that the axiom schemata R of PRN* can be restricted only to systems of equations of L (PRN) Next we show how the computation of the value of nfA(m) for any system of equations A and natural numbers m is executed in PRN*. We consider only the case where A is of the form A<f>. Other cases can be dealt with in the similar way. In the following, \-B means the provability of a formula B in PRN*. Suppose that A<f> is Define a function g(x, y) by the condition that 1) V*(~J0(*, 0)) and
2)
The existence and the uniqueness of such a function g can be verified by Example 3.1 and Lemma 3.3. Now, we show by induction that \-g(x, y) c 9 (x 9 Sy). By the definition, ~Ag(x, 0). Thus, g(x, 0) c g (x, SO). Suppose that g(x, y) c g(x, Sy) holds. Then we have that t f [A,xg(x, yy\^tj{teg(*,SyJ\-So g(x 9 Sy)^g(x 9 SSy) holds. Using Axioms II) b, we have that there is a function h such that
Mz(h(x)=z = 'By(g(x 9 y')=z)).
We can get the following lemma due to [5].
Lemma 4.2. h is the minimum solution of A.
Proof. We first show that h is a solution of A. By the definition, for any y g(* 9 y) c h(x) .
=z). Combining these results, we obtain that h(x)
To prove that t f [teh(x)'] ^ /i(i), we first show by induction on the length of t that >')] = z)) .
We prove this only when t is of the form f(t l9 ... 9 t k ). We assume that for each i On the other hand, A model 51 of PRN (or PRN*) is an co-model if every individual a of 51 is n® for some natural number n. We can prove the following theorem in the similar way as Henkin-Orey theorem for theories on classical logic (see, e.g. [9] ).
Theorem 4.6. A formula of PRN (or PRN*) is a theorem of PRN W (or PRN*) if and only if it is valid in every co-model of PRN (or PRN*).
By this theorem, we can get the following theorems similarly as [4] . We say that the function constant \ajA represents cp. Applicability of our systems to problems in mathematical theory of computation will be obvious. Since problems of equivalence, correctness and termination of programs about natural numbers can be expressed by formulas of PRN* of the form mentioned in Theorem 4.8, they can be treated completely in PRN*. For another example, theorems in [6] can be proved formally in the theory T(R). T(R) has a close relation with the formal system in [8] . To strength T(R), some axioms like Axioms II) b. are necessary. But in general case we can not express Tl) b. in our language. So some rules like the induction in [8] will be needed.
